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  Welcome,  
To Release, Heal and Grow: 90 Day Holistic Self-Study Workbook.  

I’m Tahira Neckles, Inspirational Author and creator of this amazing program for 

women. Please know that at any time during this journey feel free to contact me on my 

website at Tahiragift.com or email me directly at info@Tahiragift.com. Also for support 

make sure to join the free Facebook group here bit.ly/Releasehealgrowfbgroup 

 

To your Success,  

Tahira Neckles 
Author of Giving Inspiration for Today: 52 Weeks of Abundance  
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:info@Tahiragift.com
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Disclaimer 
 
The methods described within this workbook are the author’s personal thoughts. They 
are not intended to be a definitive set of instructions for healing. You may discover there 
are other methods and materials to accomplish the same end result. 
 
Before beginning any new exercise program, it is recommended that you seek medical 
advice from your personal physician. 
 
This book is not intended to be a substitute for the medical advice of a license 
physician. The reader should consult with their doctor in any matters relating to his/her 
health.  
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Commitment Statement 
(Recite Day #1 before beginning) 

 
I commit to my divine healing. I commit to embracing this 

90-day process for my emotional and overall well-being. I 

know that I am divinely loved and supported to Release, Heal, 

and Grow into the woman of God I was created to be. I am 

ready to receive all God has for me.  

I am unconditionally loved and highly favored.  

At this very moment I trust in the process.  

I am grateful God has lead me on this 90 Day journey to 

uplift my heart, mind, body and soul.  

No matter what it may feel like… 

I will trust the process.  

No matter the uncertainty… 

I will let love be the driver. 

No matter the thoughts that may come to cloud my 

judgement. I commit to being guided and know my good and 

God’s grace is at hand.  

 

ALL is well! 

 

 

_____________________________              ____________ 

Name (signature)                                  Date 
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The 90 Day Program: Benefits 

 
The more consistent you are to the process the more results you will see. Benefits of 

Release, Heal, and Grow 90 Day Holistic Program have been observed as: 

 

1) More peaceful rest. 

2) More vibrancy throughout the day. 

3) Closer relationship with God. 

4) Confidence in God’s love and favor over your life. 

5) Boost in Self-esteem. 

6) Feeling of sustained moments of joyous bliss. 

7) More good days then bad days and attitude of gratitude despite life challenges. 

8) The ability to move in your authentic being and embrace your unique beauty.  

9) A desire to love yourself more, take care of your health.  

10)  A desire to celebrate life, live a long and healthy life.  

11)  A desire to feel and express what brings you joy and freedom on a more routine if 

not weekly basis.  

12)  Increased self-care practices, vibration of loving energy that attracts more positive 

and loving experiences to you. 

13)  The ability to trust the process despite uncertainty.  
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My Story… 
  

 

I want to be completely transparent and say that God gave me this 90-day process back in 2002 

as I overcame a very difficult time in my life. I had lost all trust in God, grew angry, and begun a 

spiral of self-destructive behavior. Even though I was only 20 years old at the time God gave me 

a way to journey my way out of negative patterns and into a deeper awareness and relationship 

with him. For a very long time I did not know then that I would develop it into what is now called 

Release, Heal and Grow: A 90 Day Holistic Program.  

 

But in 2011, at 29 years old I faced another difficult time in my life that would once again bring 

me back to using this 90-day process. As I battled postpartum depression, separation and 

divorce, which plagued me for 3 years, I discovered that I had an unhealthy self-love for myself. 

After completely the 90 Day process again (then I called Releasing Fear) awareness came that 

it was unforgiveness from a decision I made at 19 and carrying around emotions of guilt and 

shame which clouded many of my life experiences.   

 

God was urging me to Release, Heal, and Grow but this time developed with more attention to 

my Self-Care and overall emotional well-being. In 2016 now at a more restored and healthy 

place I felt a strong desire to share this 90-day process with others. I come to you not as a 

perfect person, but one who has overcome both mental and physical health conditions, one who 

has allowed God to lead me to understand that at this very moment all my life experiences have 

lead me to use my God-given gift to do this work at hand. And I am grateful for the knowledge 

and resources to support other women in their healing.  

 

I have adjusted and made revisions from the original version to reflect the busyness of modern-

day workload, responsibilities, and commitment but this is still a very much comprehensive plan. 

Often it can take more than one thing to make things work together in life, and I am sharing with 

you a tool that has allowed me time and time again to live more aligned, trusting, and free.  

 

I share my story in hopes you will find comfort in knowing you are not alone. 
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What is Holding you back? 

 

There are two primary emotions; Love and Fear! Often it is fear that is holding us back 

from receiving all that God has for us. Do not let fear hold you back and to begin the 

process of letting go of the fear you must allow it to first come up to the surface. No 

burying it in the sand but face it. Fear can stagnant you, if you let it. When we refuse to 

face our fears, we become stuck, feelings of powerlessness, or worse we can become 

comfortable in this paralysis. Now is the time to acknowledge and reflect because fear 

can show up in the heart, mind, body and soul. You can move pass the fear and release 

it all together. Stand in your power to move past fear once and for all; Release, Heal 

and Grow. 

 

How do you begin? 

 The answer is rooted in LOVE and knowing that God loves you and wants to support 

you by giving you the tools and comfort you need to be healed in your emotions. As you 

begin this 90-day journey be open, trust, and know you are surrounded by loving energy 

that wants your ultimate good.  

 

You are powerful beyond measure! Use this workbook as a LOVING tool to help you 

keep moving past the fear so you can achieve the life you imagine.  

  

Below is how this workbook will support you to Release, Heal and Grow. 
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The Process 

 

Completing this workbook is the focus over the next 90 Days. It will require you to 

dig deep so you can Release, Heal, and Grow. Start 90 Day Program on a Sunday. 

 

Step 1: Free-write for 4 minutes. Writing space has been provided in this workbook or 

you can use a separate journal of choice. Set a timer if you need to but give yourself at 

least 4 minutes. If you have longer or it’s the weekend I say give yourself the freedom of 

more time.  

 

Step 2: Go back and reread. After you free-write read all that came up. 

 

Step 3: Validate your feelings. Describe how you feel about what you wrote. You can do 

this by using a one-word emotion. Acknowledge the emotion by writing or speaking it 

aloud. Note many times we suppress our emotions- in not dealing with things that come 

up this is one reason healing does not take place. Emotions have been shown to affect 

your body and it is all aligned to the spiritual, physical, and mental aspects. When you 

are able to acknowledge your emotions without fear of judgement you are free in this 

vulnerability. I want you to trust this workbook as a safe space for you to be honest with 

yourself and transparent as it relates to your overall well-being so you can Release, 

Heal and Grow.  

Note: If any of these one-word emotions; disgust, sadness, shame, guilt come up 

realize that this is the emotion God wants you to be free of.  

 

Step 4: Acknowledge then affirm. Now is the growth part. Time to work on the mindset 

shift. You do this by affirming positive affirmations. I have also provided more 

affirmations, declarations, and scriptures in the resource section of this workbook. You 

are welcome to use each power statement for the week or if God has given you an 

affirmation feel free to use that instead. You want to say the affirmation of choice 4 

times to yourself after each journal writing. Sit still in your thoughts now and check in. 
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This part I call meditation. How do you feel? If you have time reflect on how you feel 

after saying the affirmation as you progress through the week. 

 

This process works best the more you take the time to journal. If you commit to at 

least 4 mins a day or 4 times a week you will get the most benefit from Release, 

Heal, and Grow: 90 Day Holistic Program.  

 
What’s needed: 

1. Workbook 

2. A Journal or additional lined paper (optional) 

3. Pen or Pencil 

4. Assigned Weekly Topics  

5. Dedicated time for Reflection and Journal writing (Commitment) 

6. Dedicated time for Meditation 

 

 

Directions: 

1. Each week you will write on the week’s corresponding topic. There are 13 weeks. 

2. Every day you will write for 4 minutes in the workbook or a journal about what comes 

up for you concerning the topics. 

3. Record each journal entry as such. Date, Day #, Topic, and Time of Day. I.e. 1/1/2017 

Day #1 Releasing Fear 7am (you will be doing a lot of writing throughout the 90 Day 

Plan so this will help you to reference back easily) 
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FAQ 
 
Why do I journal 4 minutes a day? 

 

Journaling is a powerful tool. By writing you will notice patterns in your life and 

awareness will come. When you take the time to reflect and face your fear it loses 

power and you gain a newer perspective. With this awareness is freedom to release 

your habits, your struggles, and recognize what fear does to you.  

 

When do I journal? 

 

There is no right time to journal, whenever you can. For example, make time in the 

morning to journal 4 minutes before work, 4 minutes during your lunch break, 4 minutes 

during a break or when you get off work, and 4 minutes before going to bed are all good 

times. Do what works best for your schedule. But do make journaling a priority during 

the 90 days.   

  

What do I journal about? 

 

There is no wrong or right thing to journal about, just stay on the topic for that week. 

There is also no minimum length or limit to how long each journal entry needs to be. 

Just freely write and allow yourself the space to be honest. Write whatever thoughts 

come to mind. I recommend you go back and reread your journal entries at least every 

week, at the end of the week. Watch and you will begin to see a shift from Day 1 to Day 

7 of that week. 

 

A note on not completing the journal writings? 

 

 If you find it difficult to journal or constantly resistant to writing on a particular topic, then 

I encourage you to seek professional coaching around some blockages you may be 

having. Personal coaching can give you tools to stay disciplined and help you push 
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through by staying accountable to your personal healing. If you are not into receiving 

coaching I would at least recommend you get the book Feel the Fear and Do it Anyway 

by Susan Jeffers, PH.D. Your personal healing is an important aspect of self-care, so 

take the time to overcome fear. 

 

How long will it take? 

 

The 90 Day Plan can be completed in more time but no less than 90 days. The process 

to completion is truly yours and you will learn a lot about yourself if you can keep to the 

commitment. 

 

A note about the meditation? 

 

Journaling and Meditation go hand and hand during this 90 Day Plan. The meditation is 

a powerful tool of turning negative thoughts into Power Talk to affirm and uplift yourself 

during this 90 Days. The Meditation must go after journaling and will affirm your new 

perspective and help you stand strong against fear. 

 

How do I use Meditation in the 90 Day Program? 

 

Turn negative thoughts into power statements. I.e. I am not good enough. Instead, I am 

a wonderful person destined to do wonderful and great things. Say it after each journal 

entry. Sit quietly for as long as you can (at least a minute) and reflect on the new power 

statement. Choose to uplift yourself even if it does not sound true in the beginning. Do 

the meditations anyway and consistently. Watch how much better you will feel. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://amzn.to/2iYLdHe
http://amzn.to/2iYLdHe
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A Note about Self-Care 

  

A Self Care Tracker has been provided below and is recommended to use daily 

throughout this 90-Day process. Do not feel like you must do everything on the tracker 

daily. I have provided an example of my personal list. It is an all-encompassing list but 

as you will notice taking a nap or leisure time you can decide how often you want to do 

it. For me it is a goal of twice a week.  

 

Include at least one thing you enjoy doing on a weekly basis. For me that was reading/ 

personal development and/or taking an Epsom salt bath. Though I also used Epsom 

salt bath twice a week to practice stress relief and prevent pain in the body.  

 

You get to decide how often you will practice the things listed on the Self Care Tracker. 

Nail care can be every 3 days, once a week, or bi-weekly. Exercise can be twice a 

week, even though I recommend you work your way up to a more active lifestyle 

incorporating exercise into daily practice of 15 to 20 minutes. Exercise has been shown 

to benefit your overall health and well-being.  

 

Ultimately the choice is yours but hopefully you have the discipline to make yourself a 

priority during these 90-days. The Tracker needs to be filled out daily because it is a 

truth teller of how you care for yourself. If you get to the end of the week and notice that 

you have not taken self-care practices it would be good to ask yourself why. If after 30 

days of consistently not meeting your self-care practices you may need more support, 

such as seeking out a professional counselor or coach to help with any barriers to self-

care. This workbook includes 13 blank Self Care Tracker templates so you can fill in. 

Stay flexible in Self Care practices as things may change as you go through the 90-day 

program. 
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Self -Care Questions to Ponder to help you  

Release, Heal, and Grow 

 

1) Are you practicing daily gratitude? 

2) Are you washing yourself with the word of God? 

3) Are you scheduling in “Me-time” on your To-do calendar? 

4) Are you checking in with yourself daily? 

5) Are you taking time to commune with God daily? 

6) Do you go to God in prayer throughout the day? 

7) Do you feel free to express your authenticity? 

8) Are you conscious of your dominant thoughts? 

9) Are you comfortable in stillness? 

10)  Are you experiencing laughter or conscious enjoyment at least on a weekly 

basis? 

11)  Do you have life goals are a vision you are working toward? 

12)  How does the practice of faith and courage show up in your life? 

13)  Are you ready to Release, Heal and Grow so that you can receive all that God 

has for you?  
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SELF CARE TRACKER Example 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
 

 Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Affirm/Declare        

Check in 

w/Emotions 

       

Drinking water        

Epsom Salt Bath        

Exercise        

Haircare        

Healthy meals        

Hygiene/Shower        

Journaling        

Nailcare        

Nap/Rest/Leisure 

time 

       

Prayer/time 

w/God 

       

Reading/Personal 

Development 

       

Take 

Medicine/Vitamins 

       

Teeth/Dental care        

Tracking Flares        
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LOVE Yourself                    _________________________________ 

                                                             Name 
 
Exercise: List below all the ways you are committed to loving on yourself during this 90-
day process. There is no wrong or right answer but see if you can fill up the page. I 
recommend you use at least one thing listed here a week and add it to your Self- Care 
tracker.  
 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 
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Weekly Topics (You will journal about one at a 

time until the conclusion of 13 weeks) 
 
Week1) Releasing Fear 

Week 2) Loving Yourself 

Week 3) Releasing feelings of Rejection 

Week 4) Feeling Complete 

Week 5) Releasing feelings of Loneliness 

Week 6) Feeling Worthy 

Week 7) Releasing the Past 

Week 8) Forgiving Yourself 

Week 9) Releasing Negative thoughts-feeling like a bad person 

Week 10) Feeling Good enough/feeling like a good person 

Week11) Releasing the need for Acceptance by others- need to except yourself 

Week 12) Worthy of Being Loved 

Week 13) Feeling Safe and trusting in the process of life 
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13 Week Meditations 
 
You are welcome to come up with your own power statements but below are some you 
can use to go with each week’s topic. (Note: I recommend putting right now at the end 
of each power statement as it signals the brain to switch regardless of emotions) 
 
Week 1) I am releasing fear and I am at ease right now. 

Week 2) I love myself completely as I am right now. 

Week 3) I release any feeling of rejection I am at peace within right now. 

Week 4) I feel totally complete and whole right now. 

Week 5) I release all feelings of loneliness, all is well for me right now. 

Week 6) I am worthy of love and respect and accept all my good right now. 

Week 7) I graciously release the past and allow love to ease my heart right now. 

Week 8) I lovingly forgive myself all is well for me right now. 

Week 9) I release all negative thoughts I am more than enough right now. 

Week 10) I am good enough and expect good things to happen in my life right now. 

Week 11) I release my need to be accepted by others, I lovely accept myself right now. 

Week 12) Being loved is my birthright and I am worthy of immense love right now. 

Week 13) I trust in the process of life and that all things are working for my good right 

now. 
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WEEK 1                                     Day 1-7 

Topic:  Releasing Fear 

Power Statement: I am releasing fear and I am at ease right now. 
 
Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 

 

Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  
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Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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For God has not given us a spirit of fear but of power and of love and 

a sound mind. 2 Timothy 1:7 NKJV 

RELEASING FEAR Below list any fears you have or currently 

experiencing. It’s time to Release, Heal and Grow! 
 
 
1. 
 
 
 
 
2. 
 
 
 
 
3. 
 
 
 
 
4. 
 
 
 
 
5. 
 
 
 
 
6. 
 
 
 
 
 
7. 
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Week 1 Space provided for Journaling! 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Week 1 Space provided for Journaling! 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
 

 

 Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
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WEEK 2                                   Day 8-14 

Topic: Loving Yourself 

Power Statement: I love myself completely as I am right now. 
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 

 

Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  
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Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 2 Space provided for Journaling! 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Week 2 Space provided for Journaling! 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 
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SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
 

 

 Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
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WEEK 3                                 Day 15-21 

Topic:  Releasing feelings of Rejection 

Power Statement: I release any feeling of rejection I am at peace within right now.  
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 

 

Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  
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Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 3 Space provided for Journaling! 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Week 3 Space provided for Journaling! 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
 

 

 Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
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WEEK 4                               Day 22-28 

Topic:  Feeling Complete 

Power Statement: I feel totally complete and whole right now. 
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 

 

Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  
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Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 4 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 4 Space provided for Journaling! 
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SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
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A friend Loves At all TIMES. Proverbs 17:17 

Yes!  You finished your first 30 days. 

Keep moving forward… 

 You got this! 
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WEEK 5                                Day 29-35 

Topic:  Releasing feelings of Loneliness 

Power Statement: I release all feelings of loneliness, all is well for me right now.  
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 

 

Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  
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Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 5 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 5 Space provided for Journaling! 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
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WEEK 6                                Day 36-42 

Topic:  Feeling Worthy 

Power Statement: I am worthy of love and respect and accept all my good right now.  
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 

 

Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  
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Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 6 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 6 Space provided for Journaling! 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
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WEEK 7                                Day 43-49 

Topic: Releasing the Past 

Power Statement: I graciously release the past and allow love to ease my heart right 
now. 
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 
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Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  

Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 7 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 7 Space provided for Journaling! 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
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WEEK 8                                Day 50-57 

Topic: Forgiving Yourself 

Power Statement: I lovingly forgive myself all is well for me right now.  
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 

 

Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  
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Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. Phil 4:13 (NKJV) 

 

FORGIVENESS LIST Below write down anything you need to forgive 

yourself for. It’s time to Release, Heal, and Grow! 

 
1. I Forgive myself for 

 

2. I Forgive myself for 

 

3. I Forgive myself for 

 

4. I Forgive myself for 

 

5. I Forgive myself for 

 

6. I Forgive myself for 

 

7. I Forgive myself for 
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Week 8 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 8 Space provided for Journaling! 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
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With God ALL THINGS ARE possible.          
Matthew 19:26 

 
Amazing!  You finished 60 days. 

Keep moving forward… 

30 more days to go… 

                             You can do this! 
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WEEK 9                                Day 58-64 

Topic: Feeling Good enough/feeling like a good person 

Power Statement: I release all negative thoughts I am more than enough right now.  
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 

 

Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  
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Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 9 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 9 Space provided for Journaling! 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
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WEEK 10                          Day 65-71 

Topic:  Feeling Good enough/feeling like a good person 

Power Statement: I am good enough and expect good things to happen in my life right 
now.  
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 
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Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  

Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 10 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 10 Space provided for Journaling! 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
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WEEK 11                              Day 72-78 

Topic:  Releasing the need for Acceptance by others-need to except yourself 

Power Statement: I release my need to be accepted by others, I lovely accept myself 
right now.  
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 
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Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  

Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 11 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 11 Space provided for Journaling! 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
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WEEK 12                              Day 79-85 

Topic:  Worthy of Being Loved 

Power Statement: Being loved is my birthright and I am worthy of immense love right 
now.  
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 
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Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  

Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

On Sunday move on to next week’s topic!  
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Week 12 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 12 Space provided for Journaling! 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
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WEEK 13                               Day 86-92 

Topic:  Feeling Safe and trusting in the process of life.  

Power Statement: I trust in the process of life and that all things are working for my 
good right now.  
 

Morning Check in: Take this moment to check in with yourself. How are you feeling 
today in your body, energy level, what is one word you would use to describe the 
emotion you feel this morning. Pray, meditate or ask God for guidance to conquer the 
day ahead. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting 3 things you are grateful for, 
scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life. (Create your own ritual or see 
resource page as needed for insight) 
 

Journal Entry: Take 4 minutes to freely write on the topic above. For best results write 

every day for 4 minutes or at least 4 times a week. (Remember after each journaling 

time, re-read what you wrote, acknowledge how you feel by picking a one-word 

emotion, sit still and repeat the Power statement.  

 

Watch for patterns in your thinking… 

 

Watch as awareness will come…. 
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Watch as this awareness along with the power statement will allow you to shift so that 

you can Release Heal and Grow.  

Evening Check in: Check off daily on Self-Care Tracker. Pray, meditate or ask God for 
peaceful rest. For a quick pep me up I recommend reciting either 3 things you are 
grateful for, scriptures, affirmations, or declarations over your life (Create your own ritual 
or see resource page as needed for insight). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (You are complete at Day 90)  
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Week 13 Space provided for Journaling! 
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Week 13 Space provided for Journaling! 
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                     SELF CARE TRACKER 

(Check off if complete/leave blank if you did not complete) 
 

 

 Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
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CONGRATULATIONS! 

You finished Release, Heal, and Grow 

90 Day Holistic Workbook 

Now time to celebrate your success! 

Feel free to share…I’d love to know  

What is your one take away? 

Email me at info@Tahiragift.com or  

Comment in the Free Facebook group #Takeaway 

I have one last thing for YOU… 

                       

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@Tahiragift.com
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Closing Prayer 

Dear God,  

Thank you for this beautiful woman of God who has 

courageously taken this journey to Release, Heal, and Grow. I 

celebrate her trust in you to live free in her emotions. As she 

moves forward in life let her always be confident in your love. 

May she surrender to your grace and all the goodness that 

awaits her. Let her prosper in heart, mind, body, and soul for 

she put in the work to enrich her well-being. Let her continue 

to practice self-care and receive your divine healing. 

                                                                                      Amen 
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Recommendations 

There are 3 books I believe will help support you to grow during this 90 Day program. If 

you have kindle, audible, or prefer a hardcopy I do believe these are great additional 

reads. If you find you have no time please consider at least reading them right after you 

finish Release, Heal, and Grow 90 Day Holistic Workbook. For more reading 

recommendations you can always visit my website at Tahiragift.com where I keep a 

recommended reading list on my blog.   

Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway – by Susan Jeffers 

I Declare: 31 Promises to Speak Over Your Life Kindle Edition by Joel Osteen   

Get Unstuck, Be Unstoppable: Step into the Amazing Life God Imagined for You 

by Valorie Burton 

 

Stick to an eating & drinking schedule.  

Disclaimer: These are recommendations, with anything pertaining to diet please consult your physician 

Drink at least 3 to 4 bottles of water 24oz 

Breakfast, lunch, dinner and two snacks (stay within a 2,000 per day calorie intake, that 

roughly breaks down to (3) 500 calorie main meals and (2) 250 calorie snacks) For 

example if one whole bagel is 260 calories then you might consider doing a half of 

bagel, spread, and fruit to stay within that 250-snack range. When in doubt cut portion 

size of meals in half.  

• Schedule your eating times as much as possible 

• Schedule your drinking times 

• Also incorporate healthy eating  

• Take vitamins  

• Visual example of healthy portion sizes provided 

http://www.susanjeffers.com/home/detailtemplate.cfm?catID=2234
https://www.amazon.com/Joel-Osteen/e/B001H6KYNY/ref=dp_byline_cont_ebooks_1
https://www.amazon.com/Get-Unstuck-Be-Unstoppable-Imagined-ebook/dp/B00L88VIDQ/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1506303476&sr=1-1&keywords=unstuck+and+unstoppable+valorie+burton
https://www.amazon.com/Get-Unstuck-Be-Unstoppable-Imagined-ebook/dp/B00L88VIDQ/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1506303476&sr=1-1&keywords=unstuck+and+unstoppable+valorie+burton
https://www.amazon.com/Valorie-Burton/e/B001ILKHL2/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1506303476&sr=1-1
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Image from Ministry of Health and Medical Services 
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Staying on a routine will help you greatly during this 90 Day plan.  

Stick to an exercise schedule 

If you are not use to being active start with just 5 minutes a day then work your way up 

to 15 to 20 minutes consistently every day. This can be as easy as taking a morning 

walk, jog, yoga stretch, dance, or cycling. Try to incorporate something you enjoy. If you 

cannot make time for exercise then workout at least twice a week for 30 minutes. This 

will greatly improve your energy level and overall feeling of well-being.  

 

Have personal development goals 

Create a vision board or some type of visual recognition of your desires. Whether you 

are visualizing a new style of dress you can look at magazines if you need inspiration. 

This will help you to focus on areas you want to grow into. We can always learn 

something new. So accomplishing goals even as simple as buying new clothes can 

make you walk in more confidence.  

 

Surround yourself with friendship.  

During this time of Release Heal and Grow make sure to surround yourself with 

supportive friends who will be a cheerleader for you progressing through your goals. It is 

hard enough to get through the process but the company you keep can either 

encourage or discourage you during this time. Make sure you have joined the free 

Facebook group where you can connect with other supportive women who have all 

embraced this journey. The group can be found at bit.ly/Releasehealgrowfbgroup or 

visit my website at Tahiragift.com 
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RESOURCES (Best used if recited aloud, words spoken and heard 

creates a vibration of healing within the heart, mind, body, and soul)  
 
 
Feel free to use any of the affirmations, scriptures, are quotes in this workbook 

throughout the 90 Day process. If you are not in the habit of using affirmations then start 

slowly reciting them at least once a week, then work your way up to daily use, even 

twice a day morning and night can be beneficial and add positive life experiences.  

 

Below: These are the exact affirmations I used in 2012 to combat my own fears. I 

recited them every day until I believed. Within 2 months of reciting them I started to see 

the evidence of manifestation in my life. 

General Affirmations 

I feel the power of love working through me, I am actively surrounded by love as it flows 

in and out of me. I breathe in deeply this guidance of love.  

I am having a magical experience. I ask and I receive. My desires manifest quickly.  

I am at ease knowing that the presence of God is with me, all is well in my life.  

I practice consistency in my life with my words, actions, and emotions.  

And, I am radiating happiness, on a consistent and daily basis. I practice gratitude.  
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I have plenty of energy. I feel vibrant and healthy.  

I am my top priority. I have plenty of time to care for myself. I consistently take care of 

my body, skin, teeth, and hair.  

I have enough time and money to enjoy the leisure activities that I love on a consistent 

and weekly basis. I enjoy my life.  

I am prosperous. On a consistent and steady basis doors of opportunity and good 

fortune are open to me.  

I am safe, secure, and stable. I am at ease knowing my children are well provided for 

and that all my financial needs and desires are met.  

Every month, I have more than enough money to meet all my financial bills and 

expenses. My finances are increasing at every turn. I have enough monthly income.  

I work a job that is effortless, provides excellent income, and were I excel with ease.  

I live in a beautifully designed, cozy, clean, organized, serene, and spacious home.  

I am complete knowing that at this very moment I am exactly were I am meant to be and 

I am grateful for my life.  

Thank you God for divine protection and blessing every step of the way.  
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Affirmations for Women 

I claim my feminine power now. 

I am discovering how wonderful I am. 

I see within myself a magnificent being.  

I am wise and beautiful.  

I love what I see in me.  

I choose to love and enjoy myself. 

I am my own woman.  

I am in charge of my own life.  

I expand my capabilities.  

I am free to be all that I can be.  

I have a great life.  

My life is filled with love.  

The love in my life begins with me.  

I have dominion over my life.  

The truth is I am abundant.  

I am a powerful woman.  

I am worthy of love and respect.  
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I completely love and approve of myself now.  

I am willing to learn new ways of living.  

I stand on my own two feet.  

I accept and use my own power.  

I am at peace with being in a loving committed relationship. 

I rejoice and enjoy where I am. 

I love, support, and enjoy the women in my life.  

I am deeply fulfilled by life.  

I explore all the many avenues of love. 

I love being a woman. 

I love being alive at this point in time and space. 

I fill my life with love. 

I accept my gift of alone time.  

I feel totally complete and whole. 

I give myself what I need.  

I have more than enough money. 

It is safe for me to grow.  

I am safe, and all is well in my world.  

I am free.                                                   Author Unknown 
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Declarations by Joel Osteen 

I declare I walk in the blessing of the All mighty God.  

I am filled with wisdom.  

I make good choices.  

I have clear direction.  

I declare I am blessed with creativity. 

With good ideas. 

With courage with strength with ability. 

I declare I am blessed with good health.  

A good family good friends and a long life.  

I declare whatever I put my hands to will prosper and succeed. 

I will be blessed in the city and blessed when I come out.  

I declare I will lend and not borrow. 

I will be above and never beneath.  

I declare right now that every negative word, every curse that has ever been spoken 

over me is broken in the name of Jesus. I declare the negative things that have been in 

my family even generations will no longer have any effect on me.  

I declare I am blessed.                                      By Joel Osteen  
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Affirmations to Meditate and Reflect upon…. 

Everything in my life is a choice. 

I have mastered the moment of decision making. 

I choose the best version of myself. 

I choose my destiny for all my unlived days ahead.  

I choose to love God. I choose to love myself.  

I choose to be slow to anger, quick to forgive.  

I am a child of light.  

I choose to let my light shine. I choose not to be afraid of the Darkness. 

I am human life in its finest perfection. 

The choices I have made in my past have brought me to where I am Today.  

Today I will choose what I will find when I look at my life Tomorrow.  

I choose to Prosper in every way and in all aspects of life.  

My tomorrow is mine to control Today, and today is the best day of my life.  

I believe and whatever I say…If I believe with all my heart it shall come to pass.  

The voyage of life- living life with passion & purpose. 

Author unknown 
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31  Spiritual Warfare Scriptures to Read, 

Pray, and Memorize: 
 

1."Submit yourselves to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you." James 4:7 

 

2. "You are from God, little children, and have overcome them; because greater is He 

who is in you than he who is in the world." 1 John 4:4 

 

3. "For though we live in the world, we do not wage war as the world does. The 

weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have 

divine power to demolish strongholds. We demolish arguments and every pretension 

that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to 

make it obedient to Christ." 2 Cor. 10:3-5 

 

4. "Be self-controlled and alert. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion 

looking for someone to devour. Resist him, standing firm in the faith." 1 Pet. 5:8-9 

 

5. "No weapon that is formed against you will prosper; and every tongue that accuses 

you in judgment you will condemn. This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord, and 

their vindication is from Me," declares the Lord." Is. 54:17 

 

6. "Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil's 

schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against 

the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of 

evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day 

of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done 

everything, to stand.  Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, 

with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet fitted with the 

readiness that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield 

of faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one. Take the 

helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God." Eph. 6:11-17 

 

7. "In all these things, we are more than conquerors through Him who loved us." Rom. 

8:37 
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8. "But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ." 1 

Cor. 15:57 

 

9. "Not by might nor by power, but by My Spirit,' says the Lord of hosts." Zech. 4:6 

 

10. "But the Lord is faithful, and he will strengthen you and protect you from the evil 

one." 2 Thess. 3:3 

 

11. “Behold, I have given you authority to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all 

the power of the enemy, and nothing shall hurt you.” Luke 10:19 

 

12. “The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I came that they may have life 

and have it abundantly.” John 10:10  

 

13. "Truly I tell you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever 

you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven. Again, truly I tell you that if two of you on 

earth agree about anything they ask for, it will be done for them by my Father in 

heaven." Matt. 18:18-19 

 

14. “The Lord will cause your enemies who rise against you to be defeated before you. 

They shall come out against you one way and flee before you seven ways.” Deut. 28:7 

 

15. "I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world you  

will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world." John 16:33 

 

16. “No temptation has overtaken you except what is common to mankind. And God is 

faithful; he will not let you be tempted beyond what you can bear. But when you are 

tempted, he will also provide a way out so that you can endure it.” 1 Cor. 10:13 

 

17.  “And you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free." John 8:32 

 

18. “Do not be overcome with evil, but overcome evil with good.” Rom. 12:21 

 

19. “And they have conquered him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their 

testimony, for they loved not their lives even unto death.” Rev.12:11 
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20. “Fight the good fight of the faith. Take hold of the eternal life to which you were 

called when you made your good confession in the presence of many witnesses.” 1 

Tim. 6:12 

 

21. “,,,On this rock I will build my church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against 

it.” Matt. 16:18 

 

22. “…the reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the devil's work.” 1 John 3:8 

 

23. “But they who wait for the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount up with 

wings like eagles; they shall run and not be weary; they shall walk and not faint.” Is. 

40:31 

 

24. “One of your men puts to flight a thousand, for the Lord your God is He who fights 

for you, just as He promised you.” Josh. 23:10 

 

25. “Do not fear them, for the Lord your God is the one fighting for you.” Deut. 3:22 

 

26. “What then shall we say to these things? If God is for us, who is against us?” Rom. 

8:31 

 

27. “Through You we will push back our adversaries, through Your name we will trample 

down those who rise up against us.” Ps. 44:5 

 

28. “Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous! Do not tremble or be 

dismayed, for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go.” Josh. 1:9 

 

29. “For You have girded me with strength for battle; You have subdued under me those 

who rose up against me.” Ps. 18:39 

 

30. “He who dwells in the shelter of the Most High will rest in the shadow of the 

Almighty. I will say of the Lord, He is my refuge and my fortress, my God, in whom I 

trust. Surely he will save you from the fowler’s snare and from the deadly pestilence. He 

will cover you with his feathers, and under his wings you will find refuge; his faithfulness 

will be your shield and rampart…” Ps. 91:1-4 
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31. "This is what the Lord says to you: 'Do not be afraid or discouraged because of this 

vast army. For the battle is not yours, but God's." 2 Chron. 20:15 

 

Source CrossWalk.com (New American Standard Bible) 
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Gratitude quotes 
 

Upon waking let your only thought be: Thank you  

 

Gratitude unlocks the fullness of life. It turns what we have into enough, and more. 

Melody Beattle 

 

Every night list 5 things you are grateful for. What it will begin to do is change your 

perspective of your day and your life. Oprah Winfrey 

 

Be grateful for every second of every day you get to spend with the people you love. 

Life is so very precious.  

 

Have an attitude of Gratitude- Thomas S. Monson 

 

What consumes your mind controls your life. Practice Gratitude. 

 

A moment of Gratitude makes a difference in your attitude. 

 

Be thankful for hard times in your life; try not to look at them as bad things but as 

opportunities to grow and learn.   

 

I don’t have to chase extraordinary moments to find happiness- it’s right in front of me if 

I’m paying attention and practicing gratitude. Brene Brown 

 

The vibration of gratitude attracts more positive things into your life. From Divine You by 

Charlie Roe Dirksen 
 

Quotes collected from Pinterest 


